
 

THE WALL HOUSE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP 

Minutes of the Meeting held on 28th March 2018 

 

Present:, Adrian Morton, Mary Whitfield,  Sue McLean, Roy Newstead, Jane Straker, Christine Squirrell, Peter 

Horsman, Jane Axelrod, Jacqueline Wybrow-Smith. 

Apologies:  Julie Kinnon, Maxine Caruth, Wendy & David George, Chris Burgess, Liz Campbell, Pat Bunting. 

 

Minutes of the Meeting held on29th November 2017: These were agreed. 

 

1. Matters Arising & not on the Agenda: 

• Prescription message: not done yet, pharmacist starting Jan 18. See the Practice Managers Report. 

2. Newsletter: 

• Spring edition of Writing on the Wall was edited by Peter Horsman. Members complimented him on its 

quality. 

• Jacqueline will check its availability on the website. 

• Next edition will be edited by Wendy & David George for publication in May. 

• Mary to circulate members for a volunteer to edit a September/October edition. 

 

3. Practice Manager’s (PM) Report: The report below was written by Caroline and circulated prior to the 

meeting. 

Matters arising: Prescription message – not implemented at present due to new pharmacist in post. Nidhin is reviewing 

all procedures and will introduce as/when necessary. 

Premises: working to end of May/June, currently looking at fixtures and fittings.  Walls are being plastered.   

Recent cold weather caused major problems in cabins – sewage leak in patient toilet pods caused by flushed baby wipes 

which then froze, followed by frozen pipes and no water supply to all cabins for 4 days. Routine appointments were 

cancelled and only urgents seen. Caused knock on effect to appointment system, which is hopefully settling down again 

now. 

Practice was unfortunately involved in the recent measles outbreak, which caused numerous problems and proved 

difficult to manage without an isolation area in the temporary surgery.  New procedures are in place  for any patients 

describing symptoms associated with infectious disease. 

Parking appeal to SCC: No feedback has been received from local committee meeting in December  

Altogether Better:  Lucy Beach, Development Manager will be attending the PPG meeting and will provide further 

information to the group. 

 

 

 



Staff & Recruitment:   

• Nidhin Jacob (pharmacist) started in Jan and is doing the majority of prescriptions. He is working on a structure 

for a new prescribing team recruited from existing staff and will be undertaking medication reviews with 

patients, most likely once in the new surgery due to room availability 

• 5 new receptionists started in Jan & Feb. 

• Dr Chauhan and Jemima (paramedic) are going on maternity leave soon 

• Sadly Dr Reeves is emigrating and leaves in May. She is being replaced by Dr Liz Mearns. 

• Current recruitment for Practice nurse and another paramedic – interviews have taken place but appointments 

not finalised  

• I will be reducing my hours and having a day off each week; Jacqueline Wybrow-Smith is joining me as PM in a 

job share role. 

Appointments: Continue to have both positive and negative feedback; phone response time should be improving as new 

staff settle in. 

Friends & Family: have stopped using iwantgreatcare ,as was too unreliable and now use mjog, the reminder 

texting service, which sends a text for a response after an appointment. Doesn’t repeatedly send if patients have 

regular appointments.  Much better response rate, but makes for lengthy 

Meeting discussion: There was discussion on the Altogether Better project with Lucy Beach. The presentation 

she gave is attached. Appointment access & fairness for all was explained in more detail by Jacqueline and she 

confirmed that in future new staff appointments & roles would go on the website. She also confirmed that the 

local Federation was beginning next week for booking out of hours appointments at Caterham Dene & the 

Hawthorns. The group was pleased to have Jacqueline attending and speaking to Caroline’s report.  With 

regard to Facebook Maxine had provided a brief report that 126 people had viewed the page but it was only 

given a satisfaction rating of 1.5 out of 5. There is a problem in finding time to put content on the page & keep 

it current. Patients are using the page for complaints rather than established methods. Adrian will clarify this 

& Jacqueline will look at the page.  

4. East Surrey CCG Patient Representative Group: Future meetings 21st June & 25th October from 7pm to 

9.30pm at Nutfield Lodge. The monthly Patient Roundup publication is circulated to members plus updates 

on the Central Sussex & East Surrey Commissioning Alliance.  

 

5. AOB: Jane S raised the issue of why when you book an appointment on-line you have to state the reason 

you want it & that this information might be seen by non-medical staff. Jacqueline will look into this plus 

the radio programme that is being offered in the waiting room. Jane also reminded us of changes to the 

Data Protection Act including sending out group emails in BCC format (blind copy) Christine asked that the 

question of litter be considered when the building is finally finished. 

 

6. Next Meetings: Wednesday 30th May & 25th July 6.30pm to 8pm. There was a discussion about attracting 

younger members to the group and we wondered if a change to the day & time of the meeting would 

increase accessibility.  

 


